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Introduction to Partial Differential Equations (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics)Springer, 2013

	This textbook is designed for a one year course covering the fundamentals of partial differential equations, geared towards advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate students in mathematics, science, engineering, and elsewhere. The exposition carefully balances solution techniques, mathematical rigor, and significant applications, all...
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Window Functions and Their Applications in Signal ProcessingCRC Press, 2013

	Window functions—otherwise known as weighting functions, tapering functions, or apodization functions—are mathematical functions that are zero-valued outside the chosen interval. They are well established as a vital part of digital signal processing. Window Functions and their Applications in Signal Processing presents an...
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Engineering Optics with Matlab(r)World Scientific Publishing, 2006

	This invaluable textbook serves two purposes. The first is to introduce some traditional topics such as matrix formalism of geometrical optics, wave propagation and diffraction, and some fundamental background on fourier optics. The second is to present the essentials of acousto-optics and electro-optics, and provide the students with experience...
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A First Course in Fourier AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2008
This unique book provides a meaningful resource for applied mathematics through Fourier analysis. It develops a unified theory of discrete and continuous (univariate) Fourier analysis, the fast Fourier transform, and a powerful elementary theory of generalized functions and shows how these mathematical ideas can be used to study sampling theory,...
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Discrete-Signal Analysis and DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
A clear, step-by-step approach to practical uses of discrete-signal analysis and design, especially for
communications and radio engineers    

This book provides an introduction to discrete-time and discrete-frequency signal processing, which is rapidly becoming an important, modern way to design and analyze electronics projects of all...
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Advanced Engineering MathematicsCL-Engineering, 2006

	Through previous editions, Peter O'Neil has made rigorous engineering mathematics topics accessible to thousands of students by emphasizing visuals, numerous examples, and interesting mathematical models. Advanced Engineering Mathematics features a greater number of examples and problems and is fine-tuned throughout to improve the clear...
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Introduction to Parallel Computing (Oxford Texts in Applied and Engineering Mathematics)Oxford University Press, 2004
In the last few years, courses on parallel computation have been developed and offered in many institutions in the UK, Europe and US as a recognition of the growing significance of this topic in mathematics and computer science. There is a clear need for texts that meet the needs of students and lecturers and this book, based on the author's...
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Schaum's Outline of Advanced Calculus, Third Edition (Schaum's Outline Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time?


	Fortunately for you, there's Schaum's.


	More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all...
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Codes: An Introduction to Information Communication and Cryptography (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics Series)Springer, 2008


	Many people do not realise that mathematics provides the foundation for the

	devices we use to handle information in the modern world. Most of those who

	do know probably think that the parts of mathematics involved are quite ‘classical’,

	such as Fourier analysis and differential equations. In fact, a great deal

	of...
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A Radical Approach to Real Analysis: Second Edition (Mathematical Association of America Textbooks)The Mathematical Association of America, 2006

	In the second edition of this MAA classic, exploration continues to be an essential component. More than 60 new exercises have been added, and the chapters on Infinite Summations, Differentiability and Continuity, and Convergence of Infinite Series have been reorganized to make it easier to identify the key ideas. A Radical Approach to Real...
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Practical Signals Theory with MATLAB ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	
		Practical Signals Theory with MATLAB Applications is organized around applications, first introducing the actual behavior of specific signals and then using them to motivate the presentation of mathematical concepts.  Tervo sequences the presentation of the major transforms by their complexity:  first Fourier,...
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Seismic Wave TheoryCambridge University Press, 2019

	Perfect for senior undergraduates and first-year graduate students in geophysics, physics, mathematics, geology and engineering, this book is devoted exclusively to seismic wave theory. The result is an invaluable teaching tool, with its detailed derivations of formulas, clear explanations of topics, exercises along with selected answers, and an...
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